
A Smart System That Pays Big Dividends
Elevated wheel-end temperatures can cause real problems for trailers 
on the road. Left unchecked, overheated wheel ends can result in costly 
downtime and create safety concerns. ThermALERT is a proven non-
electronic system designed to help drivers avoid potentially dangerous 
conditions and keep your business moving.

Performance advantages:
 Immediately alerts drivers to overheating wheel-ends in real-time, 
even while vehicle is in motion

 Increases vehicle, driver and public safety 
 Reduces vehicle downtime, risk and costs 

MERITOR® THERMALERT™ 
WHEEL-END HEAT 
SENSING TECHNOLOGY 

MTIS™



$1,255 $1,331

 

$23,160

Meritor® ThermALERT™ Wheel-End Heat Sensing Technology
Successful fleets use smart technology to help minimize their operating costs. ThermALERT adds high-temperature 
protection to the industry-leading automatic tire inflation system. Patented and exclusively available on MTIS™, 
ThermALERT wheel-end heat-sensing technology helps alert drivers to take preventive action to avoid costly damage 
caused by elevated wheel-end temperatures and avoid the potential for significant downtime.

How ThermALERT works Additional Advantages of ThermALERT
 Engineered to activate at a temperature that will 
allow the driver to stop the vehicle safely, and avoid 
residual damage that may require replacement of the 
axle and/or suspension. 

 New LED indicator light offers longer life and 
increases driver visibility and awareness (mounted on 
trailer exterior).

 After the ThermALERT set screw has been activated, 
it is easily replaced with a new one. (See MTIS 
Maintenance Manual 14P for full details.)

 Covered by an industry-leading, five-year unlimited-
mile parts and one-year/unlimited-mile labor 
warranty.

Optional PLC Display by Meritor WABCO
When the system detects a leak, 
the in-cab PLC display indicates a 
warning while air flows through the 
hubcap vent. Also compatible with 
select telematics systems.

Source: 2005 Trucking Industry Research Study conducted by CK Marketing & Communications

Overheating Can Be Costly

Wheel-End Failures Wheel Loss Trailer Fire

Average cost per incident 
caused by excess heat in 
trailer wheel ends
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If wheel-end temperature elevates to abnormally 
high levels, the thermal screw core will melt. 

Indicator light is triggered and alerts  
driver to potential problem. 

Air escapes through the hubcap vent  
and makes audible signal.

When indicator light is triggered, driver must  
immediately find a safe place to bring the  

tractor and trailer to a complete stop. 

Components are inspected and any  
needed wheel-end repairs are made.
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